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The Search for Fixed Points under Perturbations.

ARRIGO CELLINA - CATERINA SARTORI (*)

Introduction.

In what follows S is a bounded, open, convex subset of En,
1~’ : ~S’ -~ ~S a C2 mapping; K is the fixed point set of ._F’. We shall actually
assume that .F’ is defined on a neighborhood of ~S, with values in S.
Fix EO E as and, following [3], consider the set of those x’s such that
the half-line from through x intersects 85 at ~°. In the case $0
is a regular value of the mapping H defined below, there exists a
differential equation

such that the solution of the Cauchy problem with a?(0) = $° exists
on [0, m), its path is contained in the above mentioned set, and
lim d(x(t), K) = 0.
t -+ oo

In this paper we investigate what happens when we perturb this
set, allowing $ to vary in a neighborhood of ~°. We remark that,
although the set we are interested in, i.e. those x’s allined with $, is
completely defined, it is not so neither for the mapping H nor for
the differential equations. Both of these depend on the way the new,
fictitious boundaries through $ are defined and on the regularity prop-
erties of the functions describing them.

Under genericity assumptions for .F’, we can prove the following.
Let $° be a regular value for H, so that thel e exists a differential equa-

(*) Indirizzo degli AA.: Istituto di Matematica Applicata, Università -
Via Belzoni 7 - 35100 Padova.
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tion with a solution starting at ~o and leading to the fixed point set.
Then for every ~ in a neighborhood of $° there exist a differential
equation and a solution leading from ~ to the fixed point set. More-
over solutions of these differential equations converge uniformly on
compacta to the soution of the original differential equation.

Notations and basic assumptions.

We assume that the mapping F is defined on the closure of a

bounded, open set E containing S with values in S, so that has
a positive distance 26 from as. We assume that a ball about S of
radius 6 is contained in ~. Further we suppose that the boundary
of S is locally sufficiently smooth i.e. that any given $° belongs to an
open neighborhood ~ c E such that: defining cp : as r1 ~ 2013~ R by
gg(x) = 0, cp can be extended to 9.L as a C3 mapping into R with a no-
where vanishing gradient and such that grad cp(x), grad ~(x’)~ ~ 0 for x
and x’ in 9~ r1 91. N(x) is the unique outward oriented, unit, normal
vector to a given surface through x.

Let us set ~S = S°; for r &#x3E; 0, 7 for r  0,
Sr = d( y, ~(~S) ) ~ - r~. It follows from the assumptions that,
for all sufficiently small r, Sr is a non empty, closed convex body.
For x E ZEK let L(x) be the half-line from F(x) through x. Set

H(x) = Z(x) n as and, for |r|  6, Hr(x) = .L(x) n asr. We also set

f (x) = F(z) - z and g(x) = The norm 11 A 11 of a matrix A

is the operator norm. The Jacobian matrix of h is D(h). The unit

ball is denoted by B.
As in [5] most results will depend on the following genericity

hypothesis:

HYPOTHESIS (GH). When D( f ) at x is non singular.

§ 1. - In this section we study the set of critical values of our map-
ping. Theorem 1 establishes that, generically, it is a compact subset
of a full neighborhood of our initial point ~0.

LEMMA 1. For every pair (r, s ) with Is  6, for every x 
)) Hr(r) - H8(r) (I  

PROOF. Set n = min {r, s}, m = max {r, s} and D = max 
- 1B, ||F(x) - gs(x) Since the ball B[F(0153), 6] is contained in
the convex set Sn, the ball about Hn(x) of radius 11 HI(x) - H8(x) 
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is contained in Sm. Hence

Whenever defined, for ,

LEMMA 2. Let 0 be an open set whose closure is in flL. There

exist ~O* : and e, such that: i) P is injective on
(B[O, e*] r1 as) x (- e, e) and ii) d(y, t~ r1 aS)  e implies there exist r,
irl  e, and as: y = P(x, r). Moreover the mapping
y H x is lipschitzean.

PROOF. Ad i). Since as in C3 in 9.1, the matrix D(N) is bounded
in norm by some L on ~O*], so that the mapping x H N(x) is

lipschitzean with Lipschitz constant L. Set é = min I-L-1, 
Assume there exist (x, r) and (x,, r1), with such that y = x +
+ rN(x) = ri + r,N(x,,). The case both r and r, non negative is well
known [2].

Assume r &#x3E; 0. By assumption

so that N(x), (x1-~-- r1N(x1) ) - c 0 and, since the tangent plane
at x supports S, N(x), x~ - x~ c 0. By adding we have N(x),

r1N(xl) ) - x~ c 0. Hence the points and x + rN(x)
are at the opposite sides of the tangent plane.

For the case consider the ball centered at y with radius 
an easy computation shows that ]] = 
Also

Since the tangent plane to S at x, is of support, x and r(ri)-lxl are
at the opposite sides and 

Hence Finally

a contradiction.

Ad ii). Let x E as and r be such that d(y, 0 ~1 as) = d(y, x) ==

- r (C ~O). Then xE (B[O, and N(x) is well defined. The
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is well known [2]. Assume y E S. We remark that the ball
centered at y with radius r is fully contained in ~S’. Then at x the
normal to the ball coincides with N(x) and, as before, y = P(x, - r).

Now consider y,., Y2 and the corresponding (Xl’ r1), (x2 , r2 ) . We
limit our considerations to the case the other cases being
treated analogously. Set y2 = x2 -f- rlN(x2). Then

LEMMA 3. Set ly = x + rN(x), x E (9 r1 as and Irl  Then

for r E J = (- ~O, ~O), i) a,Sr r1 P(as r1 CU’, r), ii) r1 cU is a

02 (%- 1)-surface and iii) cU is open.

PROOF. Ad i). We have ’U’,r). In fact let y :

d(y, and y = x’+ r’N(x’) with Then clearly 
so that r E J. Let be such that d(y, x) = d(y, Then

and by i) of Lemma 2, x = x’ and
r = r’. The converse implication is proved in exactly the same way.

Ad ii). Since T(.) is N( ~ ) and Pr( ~ ) = P( ~, r) are 
Also the norm of D(N) is bounded by L  so that D(Pr) = I +
+ rD(N) is a linear homeomorphism. It follows then that is C2
and that qr = cpoP;l is C2. It is then easy to show that 

= (y: cpr(y) = 0}, thus proving the claim.
Ad iii). It follows from point ii) of Lemma 2.

We consider a sequence a(m) - r E J as m - oo. We set H* = Hr,
Hm - and we denote by the j-th component of H*, Hm.

LEMMA 4. The sequence converges to uniformly
on compact subset of n aSr).

PROOF. Let be compact, 
in C and set for xi such that P(xi) E
E r’1 The half-line from through P, $ F(P) +
-f- t(P - F(P)), t ~ 0, can be reparametrized as
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By setting == (ocl(0153i), ..., OCn(0153i))2’ with

when j =1= i and ai(xi) = 1, we can write also

Let = 0 [99* = 0] be the equations of r1 IU r’1 W],
and consider the system

of n equations in the (n + 1) unknowns xi , $1, ... , ~~ , ... , ~n . By the
uniform convergence of the Hm to H* provided by Lemma 1, this
system has a solution for all sufficiently large m.

Set (~i , ... , 8§J/)" = n n = Hm(P°). The vector Q -
- (xo , ~i , ... , ~n ) is a solution to the above system. By developing
along the elements of the first row, and taking into account that at Q,

= 1, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the left hand
side of (1) with respect to ..., ~n), computed at Q, is found to be

We claim that 7 i.e. that

Otherwise, by multiplying the vector by xO - grad (p-
would be orthogonal to the vector PO - F(PO), in H-(PO). This is a
contradiction since is internal to Sm and grad is a support-
ing functional.

The implicit function theorem yields the existence of a vector

Em . (~i , ... , ~n ), function of xi, whose derivatives satisfi
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System (2) can be solved to give

that can be written as

Finally

We interested in the above expression for P = PO. At that point

and

Let R be the intersection of the line through Hm(P°) parallel to
N(Hm(P°) ) with a~Sr. By construction

and, as consequence of Lemma 1, it converges uniformly to

Moreover

is bounded away from zero on C, so that the right hand side of (3)
converges uniformly to 

It is left to prove the same for System (2 ) yields the above
derivative as a linear function of and of with bounded
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coefficients independent of m. Hence uniform convergence holds
for 

Following Sard [4] we call a point x regular for the mapping H
if D(H) at x has maximal rank. An image v is called a regular value
if H-l(v) consists of regular points, a critical value otherwise. It is
known that, for every r, Zr, the set of critical value of .Hr, is of

zero in 88r. Next Theorem 1 states that the critical
set is generically a compact zero dimensional subset of To prove
it we need a further Lemma.

LEMMA 5. Under assumption (GH), there exists s such that for

every r E J, the set of critical points of Hr is at a distance at least s
from K.

PROOF. Let r~ &#x3E; 0 be such that whenever el, ... , en_1 are ortho-
normal vectors and ~1, ... , Un-1 are bounded in norm by 1, then the
vectors = 1, ... , n -1, are linearly independent.

E K. By (GH), D( f has maximal rank. Since x H D(f)
is continuous, is both continuous and of maximal rank
at x° [5] and = 0, there exist s and ~ such that C E

implies

and

We claim that for every r E J, x E B[x°, s], implies that x is not a

critical point of Hr.
We have Hr(x) = and:

Let w be a vector of norm ~, orthogonal to f (x). Then w = D( f ) v
for some v E B. Hence

and also

i,e. contains a (n - I)-dimensional ball of radius n in f-L.
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Denote by II the projection on 1m (D(g)); let e1, ... , en-1 be an
orthonormal basis in Im (D(g)) and let V1, ..., be of norm bounded

by 1 and such that

By our choice of q, the vectors i=l,...,n-1,
are linearly independent and, being orthogonal to g, so are the vectors

The preceding expression is D(Hr)vi. Hence rank D(Hr»n-1, i.e.
x is not critical.

To each x° E g we have associated a positive 8. Since g is compact,
an easy argument proves the Lemma.

THEOREM 1. Set JY’ _ Under assumption
(G.H), JY’ is a relatively compact zero dimensional subset of 

PROOF. Let y* E and assume there exist ym E Za(-), with
Clearly a(m) - r. Let ym = xm a critical point of .Hm,

and, using compactness and the statement of Lemma 5, assume
that From the uniform convergence of the Hm to H*
it follows that H*(x*) = y*. Since x* is not a critical point, the
Jacobian of .H* computed at x* is such that for some C &#x3E; 0,

By continuity, computing D(H* ) at any point x sufficiently close to x*,

Finally the uniform convergence of D(Hm) provided by Lemma 4
gives that, for m large, at the same points,

Hence, for m large, rm is not a critical point of Hm, a contradiction.
Then some ball about y* does not contain critical points, proving the
first claim,
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M is a measurable subset of CU’. For every r E J, Zr is of (n -1 )-
dimensional measure zero. By Fubini’s theorem JY’ has n-dimensional
measure zero.

§ 2. - The differential equation mentioned in the introduction is
defined below, following [3]. Theorem 2 of this section is the con-

vergence result for the solutions of the perturbed problems.
We are going to define continuous functions ur on the open sets

’U)r == r1 It is proved in [3] that solutions to

are solutions to

i.e. to

Consider ~0: there exists an index i : the i-th component of the
normal to as at $° is not zero. By continuity the same is true for $
in some 0 r1 as (we identify this 0 and the induced V with those of
Lemma 3). Then by construction, it holds true for the normals to

88r n ’BY.
Set u;, the j-th component of ur, to be the cofactor of the element

on the i-th row and j-th column of D(Hr) (so that D(Hr)ur= 0).
THEOREM 2. Let $° be a regular value of .H. Let the solution to

x = u(x), r(0) = $0 exist on [0, Then, under assumption (GH),
for every T  (o, for every 8 &#x3E; 0, there exists 6 such that: whenever

11 ~ - $0  6, the solution to

exists on [0, T) and ~~ C ê.

PROOF. Set Kn = ~y : d(y, ~(H-1( V ) )~ C On [0, T -+- r~], the

solution x( ~ ) exists and has positive distance from i.e.

it belongs to Xv for some v. Assume 6 does not exist. Then there exists
a sequence of regular values ~(m) - $° for which the conclusion of

the theorem does not hold. However, by Lemma 4, for m large, the
functions ~c~~m’ are defined on and converge to u. This contradicts
the basic convergence theorem [1].
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